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AWAKENING THE POWER WITHIN YOU
(Enjoy Your Everyday Complicated-Free Life)
Self-Development and Inspirational series …

You may say that you hate living in continual turmoil and are tired of being at odds with others and
feeling bad about yourself. You may think this should be incentive enough to reinvent yourself. If the
process of recognizing your mood, releasing the emotion, reinterpreting what happened, recreating
your future and reclaiming your self-worth is so simple, then why do we keep the old patterns in
place?

Hi, this is Peter Ng. Welcome to my “Enjoy Your Everyday Life series.” The objective of this series is
to help individuals to live a much more fulfilling and abundance life. Take it as your life coaching
session through reading 

The answer lies in the addictive nature of our moods! We hate being angry, sad and scared. But, like
a heroin addict who hates being hooked on drugs but can’t seem to pull that needle from his arm, so it
is with our moods. Our moods keep us churning in the drama cycle of life. Though we dislike them,
they are familiar and comfortable like an old habit; instead they make us feel alive (miserably). Our
moods make us a victim of our circumstances. As a victim, we get to feel sorry for ourselves. It is
often easier to wallow in pity rather than take responsibility for making our lives work optimally. As we
continue to suffer, our self-worth dwindles further. Our lives seem full of things we do not want. We
want all the things we do not have. We point to our low self-worth in an effort to justify why life is the
way it is. The more we hate having low self-worth, the more we use it to justify why we cannot
reinvent our lives to be fulfilling and productive. It is no wonder that we continue to suffer and feel bad
about who we are!

Here’s another complication and mistake we make over our low self-worth – trying too hard! By
reinforcing the feeling that no matter how hard we try, we still fail to measure up, we keep the game in
place. We continuously tell ourselves we will do better – that might mean trying harder, study more or
spending more time with the person we just can’t seem to satisfy. Our life becomes dedicated to
climbing over that next hill ahead that challenges us. We tell ourselves that if we can just crest this
one hill, we will be worthy of praise and acceptance. So we do whatever it takes to make it up the hill.
However, upon reaching the top, we find yet another, more important hill before us. We beat
ourselves up for not having climbed higher. Of course, the hills continue to appear, offering a constant
series of new challenges to conquer. In a ironic way, the never-good-enough setup that drives us
does produce some transient victories, but we are too blind to accept that, too driven by the belief that
who we are can never be good enough, and all these self-complicated challenges brought us to focus
solely on ourselves, becoming too obsess with ourselves.

Our moods and misinterpretations destroy the likelihood of workable relationships. Our moods and
misinterpretations distance us from others and isolate us. We mistakenly assume that others see the
same devastating faults in us that we see in ourselves. We expect them to reject us as unworthy of
their friendship, love and attention. We become easily angered, sad, or afraid. We avoid new
challenges that might expose our faults. We consistently shut down our own interests and viewpoints
as being automatically flawed or worthless. We isolate ourselves and shun social situations in an
effort to protect ourselves from hurt. With the loss of happiness, and self-expression comes loss of
love, intimacy, partnership and affinity. It is difficult to love someone who does not love herself.

Happiness and a sense of self-worth must reside within us. They are not places to get to but a place
from which to come. When we live with the confidence of knowing who we are and what our gifts are,
we manifest our life-purpose. Our actions will then be productive and characterized by high self-
worth.
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7 Steps to un-complicate your life

Reinterpreting Daily Events – On a daily basis, notice your perceptions of events and conversations
with others. Do you typically view the world from a positive, empowering perspective or from a
negative, cynical one? Reinterpret each event or conversation from a positive point of view that is void
of harsh self-judgment. When we take responsibility for reinterpreting the facts to create an
empowering analysis of what happened, we are able to change the course of our lives. By generating
implications that give the other person the benefit of the doubt, we can strengthen our bonds with
others. We commit to living moment by moment from a non-judgmental perspective. The more we do
so, the higher we elevate our opinions of others, our own self-opinions and nurture our growing sense
of self-worth.

Learning to Let-Go – It is time to work through and put behind you any lingering issues that are
draining your energy and sapping your self-worth. Don’t let small-mindedness ruin your day; don’t give
attention to something that don’t even worth your attention; anger and upset waste away your energy
and drains your emotions. Release the emotions of anger, sadness or fear as they surface, and
reinterpret what happened to recreate your future and reclaim your self-worth. It is impossible to live
fully in the present, welcoming each new experience moment by moment, if the baggage of
unresolved issues and perspectives hinders our thoughts.

It’s OK to Make Mistakes – Part of the challenge is how we relate to mistakes and problems. The
concern of avoiding mistakes at all cost has us needlessly resign ourselves to a life that is less than
ideal. If you can’t afford to make a mistake, you won’t have the freedom to grow, expand out of your
comfort zone and achieve your personal greatness. If we view mistakes as an essential component
of our evolution, we will see that they actually support us to see things differently. As we continue to
learn from them, our awareness increase and we are less likely to repeat these same mistakes.

Have an Attitude of Gratitude – Grateful people live optimistically. Their glasses are always half full,
not half empty. Having gratitude takes the focus off oneself. It creates an ever-replenishing well-
spring of positive energy that allows one to contribute to others. Seek out opportunities to contribute
to others. Do not fall into the trap of minimizing your value to others. Even a friendly smile or an
encouraging word can brighten someone’s day. Daily practice giving and receiving gratitude at every
possible opportunity, the more you become consciously aware of the many people and things you
have in your life for which you can be grateful, the easier it will be to feel an ever-expanding sense of
gratitude and worthiness.

Idleness and Lack Persistency – Learning to be disciplined and to practice self-control will keep you
from laziness and excess, and will help you stay focused and productive. When we are not
disciplined, we become bondage to ‘over-ness’ – over-sleeping; over-eating; over-playing; over-
watching television; over-working – we fall under the control of things that should have no control over
us. Do not allow yourself to make excuses, such as “I am always tired” or “I just can’t discipline
myself”, because if you make them long enough, you may start to believe them yourself. Training our
minds to be disciplined takes practice. Learning to be disciplined and practicing self-control takes
away the ‘victim’ mental and ‘feeling useless’ mood. One way I learned to do it was to stop allowing
my mind to wander during conversations; and when I set my mind to get something done, I stop my
‘mental from roaming’, that is, preventing it from diverting me to be distracted from my original
objective. When I am working on a timeline to finish a report for my client, my ‘roaming mind’ would
tempt me to watch television, telling me that it is an interesting program which I should be watching,
and I need to have self-control and discipline it, by telling myself that this report is even much more
important as it would affect my integrity with my client than the silly program, and if it is really that
interesting, I would buy the DVD – subject closed!
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Stop trying to Control Everybody – This is a definite-method to stay happier. We must stop trying to
control everyone around us – their behaviors, their attitudes, the way they speaks, the way they dress,
what they eat, etc. – and trying to control people by our expectations over them. In the first place,
they are not you, so why are you trying to clone everybody to be like you? You are not perfect, so why
are you trying to control everybody around you? Let people be free to be who they are, and they will
accept you as who you are!

Appreciate the People around You – There are no perfect human beings in this world, everyone has
their flaws and personality-differences, thus, instead of searching for their weaknesses to talk about or
to be angered, by not look into their strengths, their positive personalities and appreciate them for who
they are and work according to their positive prospective. Granted that there will always be people
whom you dislike and will irritate you constantly, but you need to acknowledge that those are and
always will be their personality-flaws. You could either try to minimize contact or having verbal
conversation with that person, but could still appreciate the strengths that he or she can bring to the
situation. Put it another way, we are not perfect ourselves, so why are we expecting perfection in
others? And there will always be certain people who may not like us – that’s the fact of life!

Life is lived one day at a time, and the way to prepare for tomorrow is to live at your very best today.
It is important to look for success in every day. Don’t focus on your mistakes; focus on your
milestones. Maybe you have made some bad decisions, but you have made a whole lot of right
decisions, too. Maybe you did not get everything done you wanted to do, but at least you have gotten
some things accomplished. See yourself as successful, because what you set your focus on will
become reality. Everything does not have to be perfect before you can enjoy life. Don’t make life
complicated. Every day lived well is one day closer to accomplishing your dreams.

Your Success is Ultimately My Rewards!

Signing off with love –
Your Favorite Author & Speaker – Peter Ng
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